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How to help us
Address, contact details, bank details

Welcoming words by Britta Heidemann
Ambassador for “Sports for Development”

Foto © DOSB

Education and health are particularly important for children to be able to free themselves from
poverty. For 10 years, the “Stiftung für Kinder in Slums” (Future for Children in Slums
Foundation) has therefore focused on partners who use sports to inspire children and young people
from the world's slums to improve their education and health.
As an ambassador for “Sports for Development” of the German Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development (BMZ), I would like to encourage the Foundation to continue along
this path. This concept should receive strong support from both private and institutional sponsors.
After all, sports for development is about strengthening the body and mind so that people become
capable of developing themselves.
Many values can be conveyed particularly well through sports: you learn to accept rules in
competition. Sports allows you to experience success as well as defeat in the game. Team spirit, fair
play and non-violent interaction with each other and with competitors are developed. Virtues are
practiced that are of great importance for the individual and for the coexistence of society, and that
promote peace. Part of “Sports for Development” also uses the enthusiasm for sports to introduce
children and young people to school education and also to provide it, often a particular challenge in
slum areas.
I would like to thank the Foundation for supporting partners with its projects who are striving to
implement this concept and inspire children and young people to do so.
I wish you much support and continued successful development cooperation.
Britta Heidemann
Olympic fencing champion
Ambassador for “Sports for Development”
of the German Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) and the German
Olympic Sports Confederation (Deutscher Olympischer Sportbund)
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Dear Readers,
The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically worsened the situation of people in the countries of our
projects. The slum dwellers were driven into unspeakable poverty and hunger. Our project partners on
the ground responded to the hardship with great flexibility and imagination. We were able to assist
them with additional financial resources. Original project contracts were adjusted.
In Kenya and Namibia, schools were largely closed in 2020. The children in the slums there do not
know home schooling. All the prerequisites for this are lacking. For a long time in the Korogocho slum
in Nairobi, the Youth and Education Center of the Ayiera Initiative (AI) was closed: therefore no
activities and no hot meals for the children. The German Doctors enabled AI to bring food packages to
about 500 poor families several times. We funded a hygiene program that brought education, large
water tanks and soap to many places in the Korogocho slum. (see p. 8 ff.)
In the township of Katutura in Windhoek, Namibia, the Basketball Artists School Center (BAS) was
transformed into a boarding school for vulnerable children and youths. Given the strict curfews, they
could not leave the BAS center. However, the retreat offered school education and life skills as well as
sports and nutrition in a particularly intensive form. We supported this both by funding more tablet
computers for the classroom and by buying food (see p. 12 ff.).
In December 2020, all members of the Foundation‘s Board founded the non-profit Association
“Zukunft für Kinder in Slums e.V.” (see p. 14). This form of association allows us to apply for
support from the German Ministry of Development (BMZ), among others; this was not possible before
for the Foundation.
It is ensured that the Association and the Foundation jointly pursue the previous goals of the
Foundation in 100 percent coordination:
-

The goals of the Foundation and the Association are defined in the same wording in their
respective statutes.

-

The Executive Board of the Association consists exclusively of members of the Foundation's
Board and is headed by the Chairman of the Foundation Board.

-

The Foundation and the Association have the same patron, Dr. Michael Vesper.

-

The logos of the Foundation and the Association are almost identical.

-

The Association's statutes state, “The Association is guided by the mission of CARE.”

-

The Foundation's Board of Directors has decided that “project activities will be largely taken
over by the Association in the future.”

By the way, the Foundation and the Association have meanwhile started cooperation with two more
partners, namely in Nepal and in Rwanda (see p. 14 and 18). All our partners see their sports
sponsorship as an important instrument for social development
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and peacebuilding. For them and for us, education and health are the most important
prerequisites for overcoming poverty. Sport also educates people to interact without violence, it
creates joy and teaches them to accept rules, first in competition, but then also in life.
Of particular importance to us is the focus on the principle of “helping people to help
themselves.” Because, ultimately, the slum dwellers can only free themselves from poverty. It is a
matter of promoting the development of the personalities of the children and young people.
We hope that you, dear readers, will continue to support the development of our work as
described above. On behalf of our partners, we thank you for your solidarity with the children and
young people in slums. We report regularly on our work on the homepages of the Foundation and
the Association “Future for Children in Slums.”

Best regards
Hans-Josef Schmitz
Chairman of the Council of the Foundation
Zukunft für Kinder in Slums

Heribert Scharrenbroich
Chairman of the Boards of the Foundations and
the Association
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Sport and computers, learning and sport – a combination that belongs together naturally at BAS in Namibia, the
“Basketball Artists School Foundation”.
Photos © BAS
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Our partner “Ayiera-Initiative” in Kenya
COVID-19 in the slum, the German Doctors and four scholarships
The past year was also marked by the COVID-19 pandemic in the Korogocho slum in Nairobi. The
Ayiera Initiative - our partner in the Kenyan capital for many years - was forced to close the
“Community Center” when the Kenyan government imposed a strict lockdown from March to the end
of December last year. This meant many restrictions on the initiative's work. Nevertheless, it was able
to provide help and support to the slum dwellers.

Water containers in the slum
At an early stage of the pandemic, the Foundation financed water containers. This enabled a total of 17
tanks to be set up by the Ayiera Initiative at eight locations in the slum. This was a logistical
masterstroke by our partner. Within a very short time, it had to organize containers, provide soap and
water, and ensure safe transport.

Transporting the water
tanks in the Korogocho
slum
Photo © Ayiera Initiative

Since the beginning of the pandemic, it has been pointed out that hygiene is one of the crucial
requirements for containing COVID-19. Regular hand washing in particular is part of this. But this is
already extremely difficult in normal times in a slum. Running water in households, and clean water at
that, is the exception. This makes the water containers, which can now be used by everyone, all the
more important. With large posters, flyers and personal contact, AI's volunteers provide information
about the importance of hygiene in combating the pandemic.

Cooperation with German Doctors
The Korogocho slum stretches along the huge, open Dandorra garbage dump. Even before the
pandemic, residents were diagnosed with an above-average number of respiratory diseases. Thanks to
our cooperation with German Doctors Nairobi and the Ayiera Initiative, diseases can now be detected
and treated earlier.
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Since last year, doctors and medical staff from German Doctors Nairobi have been coming to
Korogocho to conduct serial examinations at the Ayiera Initiative Center. The doctors' organization
runs a hospital in Mathare, Nairobi's second largest slum. In this joint project between German
Doctors, Gymnasium Alleestraße in Siegburg and our Foundation, a monthly medical serial
examination has been agreed since January 1, 2020.
COVID-19 - and thus the big topic of health - was indeed the all-dominating challenge of the past year.
In addition, many slum dwellers also lost their jobs. The initiative was able to distribute hundreds of
aid packages to the slum dwellers of Korogocho. We would like to thank German Doctors Germany for
financing once again to help hungry people in the slum.

German Doctors at the
Ayiera Initiative center
Photo © Ayiera Initiative

Help for the employees
Meanwhile, it took a special effort to assume the salary obligations of the Ayiera Initiative to the
employees from October 1, 2019 until the end of June 2020, when the first major CARE/BMZ
project ended in September 2019 and a new one was not approved again until July 1, 2020.
We managed to obtain the funds for seven of the nine months from the Georg Kraus Foundation,
which was also not easy for this Foundation and for which we are very grateful. This way, the staff
of AI could be maintained for the new CARE/BMZ project and these people did not become
unemployed.
This operation was again an example that our Foundation helps in the short term “as a speedboat”,
when the “big tanker” CARE Germany cannot adapt so quickly to new situations when it is tied to
publicly funded projects.
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University scholarships for a better future
Despite these extraordinary burdens, we have not lost sight of the second focus of our work: education.
With schools largely closed last year due to the lockdown, our scholarship program for primary and
secondary schools barely came to fruition. We were, however, able to facilitate the participation of AI's
youth in the “Digital East Africa Cup.” This online event was a replacement for the East Africa Cup in
Tanzania, which was cancelled due to COVID-19, a recreational event with soccer and educational
sessions.
Since the beginning of this year, our scholarship program has been reactivated. What is new is that we
now also support four young people from Korogocho with university scholarships. The aim is to give
particularly talented young people better career prospects after completing elementary school.
Josephine Atieno is 20 years old and one of three children raised by her mother alone. Her father left
the family at an early age. She is studying Operations Research and wants to become a project planner.
George Ombwete is 23 years old. His mother is a widow and takes care of the children alone. He is
studying Community Resource Management. After his studies, he wants to continue professionally
what he is already doing voluntarily: actively supporting community and youth groups.
Richard Otieno Wandera is 21 years old. He is one of six siblings, one of whom is a girl. His father is
an electrician, his mother a seamstress. Due to the pandemic, they have great difficulty earning money.
He is studying art and psychology.
Paul Ombima is 22 years old. He has one brother and three sisters. After the father left the family, the
mother has to struggle alone for food and supplies. She works as a garbage collector.

This is how easily you can make education possible
A sponsorship enables a child in Korogocho to attend elementary school for one year, which comprises
eight school years in Kenya. This requires 130 euros per year.
The subsequent attendance at a high school is made possible with 215 euros per year.
The Foundation guarantees that the donations will benefit the children and young people in Korogocho
100 %. In the case of our sponsorships, there is no direct link between the donor and the sponsored
child. Such direct sponsorships involve a great deal of effort and bureaucracy. Instead, we invest this
energy in the further development of our projects.
We guarantee the sponsor that the financial support will enable a young person to attend school for a
whole year.
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Our partner in Namibia
The Basketball Artists School Foundation (BAS)

“BAS is where I truly discovered my gift: writing. I used to find it hard expressing myself and I
learned how to do it through spoken word poetry,” said Jacobina Tangi Uushona in our Foundation's
annual report 2019. She added: “I was taught how to embrace my background and to understand that
there is no such thing as a life that’s better than
yours; everyone goes through something that
other people don’t know about.”
The now twenty-two year old Jacobina and her
four siblings were raised by a single mother in
Katutura Township. She joined our partner,
BASKETBALL ARTISTS SCHOOL
FOUNDATION (BAS), in 2010. Now she is
studying at a university in Windhoek/Namibia
and is also BAS' media officer. She is a very
real and encouraging proof of how sport can lay
the foundation for social and personal
development.

Partner in Namibia: „BAS“ | Photo © BAS

Our Foundation is happy to be able to support BAS in Namibia as well, a partner that uses sport
enthusiasm for school education. BAS's motto is: “Education first - Basketball second.” Jacobina and
other young people from BAS also prove, however, that for this non-governmental organization
(NGO) in Katutura Township, education means more than learning to read and write. “Although we
are founded on the ideals of playing basketball, we still believe that education comes before anything
else, even shooting baskets!“ wrote Jacobina in the Namibia Economist. The Basketball Artists School
(BAS) has adopted a holistic approach: in addition to remedial education and basketball, it also teaches
life skills.
The existence and concept of BAS show how development cooperation can be made sustainable. After
the end of the development project of the German Olympic Sports Confederation (DOSB) and the
GIZ, which was set up by the basketball coach Frank Albin from Freiburg, BAS was completely
placed in Namibian hands in 2017. Since then, BAS has been a foundation under Namibian law, the
“Basketball Artists School Foundation”. It is led with effortless ease by director Ramah Mumba.
“Coach Frank” - as Frank Albin is called in Namibia - continues to be a close advisor to BAS.
Together with the support association “BAS Namibia e.V.” from Freiburg, he actively supports BAS
from his home in Baden.
Since 2019, our Foundation has been helping BAS to finance its afternoon program. Every day, 60
children and young people from poor families in Katutura Township are provided with lunch, followed
by tutoring and remedial classes as well as life skills training. This is followed by expert basketball
training. These 60 5th and 6th grade rookies are selected in a three-month process before becoming
part of BAS. Character, responsibility and determination, as well as athletic ability are critical.
The goals of BAS are:
- To assist children and youth in their schooling and general education,
- To promote a healthy lifestyle through the acquisition of life skills,
- Healthy lifestyle through sports activities with a focus on basketball.
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As in 2019, in the past year 2020 we again subsidized the purchase of food for the lunches and a further
17 tablet computers for the classroom with a total annual budget of 10,000 euros; with the help of the
Georg Kraus Foundation, we had already enabled the purchase and installation of the first 17 tablet
computers in 2019. In 2021, we continued this funding for the third time with 10,000 euros.
Since the end of the major projects of GIZ and DOSB, BAS has successfully made great efforts to
become largely self-financing. It now offers basketball training and tournaments to 11 partner schools.
For example, BAS has organized an annual joint basketball camp with the German School in Windhoek
(DHPS) since 2017. Hundreds of children and young people also participate in the open basketball
activities, for which the excellent basketball courts of the BAS Center offer good opportunities to train
and meet.
In February 2020, BAS celebrated its tenth anniversary. The patron of our Foundation and former
Chairman of the Board of the German Olympic Sports Confederation (DOSB), former Minister Michael
Vesper attended the anniversary celebration, along with the President of the German Basketball
Federation (DBB), Ingo Weiss. Michael Vesper, on whose initiative the DOSB laid the foundation for
BAS in 2010, emphasized at the celebration:
“More than ten years ago, the DOSB initiated something that makes a lasting contribution to the
development of disadvantaged children and young people - both in education and in sports. I am very
pleased that we can celebrate this anniversary in such a large circle, and I hope for many more decades for
this project - and above all that it will also set a precedent elsewhere, as is already the case in northern
Namibia with the Oshana Basketball School.”
Regarding the appreciation of BAS, the DOSB quotes German Ambassador Herbert Beck in its media
information, who elaborated at the anniversary celebration: “BAS is a lighthouse project in Africa. What
is done here every day for the children and young people is exemplary.”
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BAS during the summer 2020 lockdown
A special opportunity for children in the temporary “BAS shelter”

Guest editorial by Jacobina Tangi Uushona, BAS media officer, in the NAMIBIA ECONOMIST on July
21, 2020.
We have faced some challenges over the last 10
years, but our present emergency Programme is
really showing our resilience and despite the odds
bringing us together and showing our best side.
Going to school provided the kids with a sense of
rhythm and routine, followed by BAS after school
sanctuary until COVID-19 closed the schools.
Throwing the lives of the children into disarray and
depriving them of their safe school environment.
BAS stepped in and many of the kids have now
joined BAS 24/7 during lockdown, keeping them
off the streets and keeping them safe, engaged, fed
and away from ‘bad things’ as they often call it, which they see in their home and community
environments.
The temporary “BAS hostel”, has transformed the COVID-19 crisis into a chance for our kids to grow
their resilience, self-awareness and personal skills. Instead of going backwards during the lockdown, our
kids are blossoming and taking big steps forward.
This is possible through a tough schedule for each and every child taking part, including tutoring, life
skills, self-reflection and much more.
The pressures on our organisation to keep it afloat have become immense, however we are determined to
continue to be a safe haven for the kids of the most vulnerable communities. We need the assistance of
the community as well and sponsorship pf course.
They often say it takes a village to raise a child, in our case it takes a basketball court to raise a child.
BAS would like to continue to do this for many years to come and keep the basketball bouncing for the
kids.

Excerpt. Full text at: https://economist.com.na/54524/speak-your-mind/will-basketball-artist-schoolretain-its-bounce-post-covid-19/m)
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Wheelchair basketball in Rwanda
Social inclusion, a sign against stigmatization of disabilities - and peace work.

Since April 2021 we have been supporting a
wheelchair basketball project for the disabled in
two special schools in Rwanda.
In the two school centers HVP Gatagara Nyanza
and HVP Gatagra Huye, south of the capital
Kigali, children and young people with
disabilities receive schooling and vocational
training.
Through our support, young people can learn to
play wheelchair basketball. Often they
experience for the first time in their lives what
opportunities there are in a new way, despite their
disability. We support the provision of sport
wheelchairs and enable training with the young
people.

Photo © NPC Rwanda

Rwanda in East Africa, often
referred to as the “Land of a
Thousand Hills,” is best known for
the horrific genocide in which
more than 800,000 people lost
their lives within 100 days
between April and July 1994.

With this project we are supporting a special
initiative within the framework of our “Sports for
Development and Peace” concept. Sport is
universal and makes it possible to overcome
language barriers, social backgrounds, and
religious boundaries.
Through sports by people with disabilities, the
stigma that people with disabilities face can be
addressed - and broken down.
The Rwanda Paralympic Committee (RPC) is
responsible for our project in Rwanda. RPC was
founded 25 years ago. Co-initiator and still coresponsible today is Dominique Bizimana, who
lost his leg to a mine as a 16-year-old conscript in
a Tutsi militia.

"Sports were part of my youth before I lost my leg. My dream was to compete until the highest top at
international level, but when I lost the leg, I thought my dream was over. What a trauma to lose the leg
at youngest age !!!But I didn't want to give up. I wanted to fight to live, to be able to play sports again.
I started playing standing volleyball with one leg then later at inter school competitions at college by
using a prosthesis.
For Para sports, I started in 2002. I experienced a lot of satisfaction and happiness in experiencing
myself as a complete person again. We formed a team. Practically some of us were victims of the
genocide and others former fighters in Rwanda Civil war which started 1990 and ended in 1994 with a
Genocide against Tutsi. Jean Rukundo (a former soldier who had fought for the Government which
committed the Genocide and me who was fighting against the Genocide) became an important player
on our team and a good friend of mine. Our goal was to be seen as athletes not as enemies.
And it was an indescribable experience to compete at the London 2012 Paralympics where my dream
was realized to compete at the highest sports level. The disability and belonging to an ethnic group or
seeing each other as enemies didn't exist anymore. We became a role model for new generation and
contributed to the Rwanda Government commitment of using sport as a tool of Unite and reconciliation
of Rwandans after 1994 Genocide against Tutsi."
Dominique Bizimana
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Heribert Scharrenbroich on the establishment of the Association
“We are guided by CARE's mission”
Thomas Schwarz (TS):
All members of the Board of Trustees of the “Stiftung Zukunft für Kinder in Slums” (Future for
Children in Slums Foundation) have founded the Association “Zukunft für Kinder in Slums e.V.”.
Please state again the most important reasons for this decision.
Heribert Scharrenbroich (HS):
The Foundation, which will remain in existence, is a trust foundation of the “Deutsche CARE Stiftung”.
Trust foundations cannot carry out certain legal transactions themselves; in legal terms, this means that
they are “institutions without legal capacity”. For example, they have very limited access to public
funding - if any. They cannot issue donation receipts themselves, nor can they even make bank transfers
to project partners. However, institutions such as the “Deutscher Spenden Rat” (German Donations
Council) only accept “legally capable” institutions as members. Membership in this Council is important
to us because we want to make it clear to our donors that they can entrust donations to us as a serious
and transparent institution.
TS: How do CARE Germany and the German
CARE Foundation view the establishment of the
Association?
HS: All steps to found the Association were taken in
agreement with the boards of CARE Germany and
the Deutsche CARE Stiftung. One of the most
important concerns of the founding decision is to be
able to better support CARE's current partners or
other aid organizations that help children in need in
the spirit of CARE. Therefore, the statutes of the
Association state: “The Association is guided by the
mission statement of CARE”.
TS: The Foundation and the Association have
worded their goals identically in their statutes.
But how is it ensured that in practice the Association really only acts in the spirit of the
Foundation Zukunft für Kinder in Slums?
HS: By deliberately creating a personal union between the two bodies. All members of the Association's
board are members of the Foundation's Council or the Foundations Board.
TS: Can people still donate or endow to the Foundation?
HS: Of course. Especially if you want to make an endowment so that the Foundation and the Association
can continue to work for children and young people in need in the long term. Donations to the
Foundation are forwarded to the Association for precisely defined projects, as decided by the
Foundation's Board. However, if you donate directly to our non-profit Association, you save the
Deutsche CARE Stiftung or Care Germany administrative costs, which do not arise for the Association,
because all work is done on a voluntary basis here.

Heribert Scharrenbroich (second from left in the photo.) and Hamilton Ayiera (second from right)
Homepage of the Association: www.zukunft-slum-kinder.de
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Through the support of the German Doctors, the Ayiera Initiative was able to distribute food to
hundreds of families in the Korogocho Slum several times during the pandemic. Here in the
photo, slum dwellers wait in front of the Ayiera Center.
Photo © Ayiera-Initiative

Another new partner
The “Nepal Youth Programme Initiative” (NYP)

This non-governmental organization (NGO) from
the Nepalese capital of Kathmandu, which has
been recognized by the government since 2017, sees itself as a soccer academy for children and young
people. From the very beginning, NYP has focused not only on training children and young people in
soccer, but also on teaching them social skills such as fair play, teamwork, respect for rules,
responsibility for society, and a good education.

In the area of education, we support school teaching, including the development and production of
learning materials. This program also includes educational activities for children aged 8 - 14,
the Youth Empowerment Workshops and the Kicking and Reading program.

With three former Nepalese national soccer players, NYP provides high-quality training to the children
and youths. This motivates them to practice social skills and make an effort in school. That is why we
also cover part of the costs of running the games. With our help, NYP is currently developing its
homepage (www.nyp.org.np).
NYP was founded in 2015 in Nepal's capital Kathmandu by Rajiv Nepali, a former national soccer
player, whom we have known for a long time. He is the deputy head of the NGO Shanti Griha, Nepalese
partner of CARE Germany. NYP received financial and organizational support from German Football
Ambassador and former DFB international coach Holger Obermann and other German supporters.
However, NYP's work was initially interrupted a few months after its founding by the two severe
earthquakes that struck parts of the country and also Kathmandu in April and May 2015. Emergency aid
was initially required.
NYP is advised and supported by the partner association “JAY Nepal Youth Programme e.V.” in
Merzhausen near Freiburg, which was founded in 2018. The soccer coaches Marc Hoffmann and
Ludwig Voss, members of the Merzhausen club, worked out training and teaching plans, which seem to
us very worthy of support.
For further information, see the homepages of JAY NYP (https://www.jaynyp.de) and our Association
(https://www.zukunft-slum-kinder.de).
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Photo © NYP

Since March 1 of this year, the Foundation and the
Association “Zukunft für Kinder in Slums e.V.”
have been supporting the NEPAL YOUTH
PROGRAMME INITIATIVE (NYP). This means
that we are once again active in Asia. A longerterm partnership with NYP has been agreed.

Profit and loss account 2020
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Patron, Board of Trustees and Board of Directors

Patron

Former Minister Dr. Michael Vesper
former chairman of the German Olympic Sports Confederation (DOSB)

The Board of Trustees
(Representatives of the donors and benefactors)

Chairman:

Principal (ret.) Hans-Josef Schmitz

Vice Chairman:

Georg Schlachtenberger,
Chairman of the Finance Committee and Member of the Management Board
of CARE Deutschland e. V.

Further members:
Gerd Denter, teacher (ret.)
Christine Grünewald, senior teacher
Manfred Materne, bank director (ret.)
Susanne Rastin, MPH, int’l health consultant
Anne Scharrenbroich, development expert
Thomas Schwarz, author and journalist

The Board of Directors
(Executive body)
CEO Heribert Scharrenbroich
State Secretary (ret.)
Karl-Otto Zentel, Deputy
(Secretary General of CARE Deutschland e. V.)
Stefan Ewers, Committee Member
(Deputy Secretary General of CARE Deutschland e. V.)

LEGAL NOTICE
Publisher
Future for Children in Slums Foundation
Coordinator
Heribert Scharrenbroich
Print
Flyeralarm
Pax Bank has kindly accepted to cover the costs of printing this annual report.
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How you can help

Endowments to the Foundation's capital.
This currently amounts to 130,000.00 euros (as of 2020). In order to be able to
support the slum children, we are looking for further donors. With the income from
the Foundation's capital, the Foundation can plan its work even better.
Taxation
According to the current foundation tax law, contributions to the Foundation's
capital of up to 1 million euros within a ten-year period can be claimed as special
expenses - in addition to the general deduction for donations. The donor decides
which partial amounts to allocate to the endowment and over how many years.
Legacies
In this way, the testator stipulates that his or her legacy is to be used in perpetuity
for the benefit of the Foundation. A legacy has the same effect as an endowment.
This means that the capital remains intact and the Foundation only works with the
interest of the legacy.
Taxation
The assets bequeathed by will reach the Foundation undiminished and thus fully
benefit the children's projects as the Foundation Future for Children in Slums has
been recognized by the tax authorities as a non-profit organization and is eligible
for support. Therefore the Foundation does not have to pay inheritance or gift tax.
A brochure on the subject of inheritance can be obtained by mail (see back page) or
by e-mail at slum-kinder@web.de.
Loans
These are given to the Foundation and the interest accrues to the Foundation. The
contract specifies individually whether the loan is to be transferred in whole or in
part on the death of the lender to the Foundation's capital, i.e. the loan will be a
permanent effect.
Advantages
If you are concerned that you may need the money again due to special
circumstances, you can choose this form of support. The loan agreement can be
recalled at short notice without having to specify the reason.
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“Restricted donations”
These are used for specific activities and projects.
For example, donations for scholarships help children and young people to benefit from
education. In the current COVID-19 crisis, this could also be hygiene products or food - if the
donor so decides.
“Unrestricted donations”
The Foundation is free to decide how they are used within the scope of the statutes.
This was the case, for example, when the Foundation's Board of Directors decided to support
the Ayiera Initiative in the Korogocho slum with 5,000 euros at the beginning of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Taxation of donations
Donations to the Foundation Future for Children in Slums can be made by private individuals
up to a maximum of 20% of their total income as a general tax deduction.
In the case of companies, the upper limit is 0.4% of the total turnover and expenditure on
wages and salaries.

We thank all our supporters
Without your help, we would not have been able to support our
partners as we did. New benefactors and donors are most
cordially welcome.
You can be sure that your donation (without deductions) will benefit
the children and young people whose poverty must be overcome.
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STIFTUNG ZUKUNFT FUER KINDER IN SLUMS
(Future for Children in Slums Foundation)
“The purpose of the Foundation is to improve the living conditions of children, adolescents and
young adults, primarily in the slums of the Third World. Support is provided in particular
through participation in relief, development, educational and medical measures to alleviate
hunger, disease and poverty.”
(Statutes of the Foundation, §2)

WE PROMOTE “SPORT FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND PEACE.”
The goal: self-liberation from poverty
The path: education and health
The method: helping people to help themselves
The motivation: sport for development

Foundation’s registered office

Siemensstraße 17 | 53121 Bonn

Postal address

Postfach 1618 | 53734 Sankt Augustin

Email

Slum-Kinder@web.de

Homepage

www.Slum-Kinder.org

Telephone

+49 (0)228 97563-38

Donations account

“Stiftung Zukunft”

IBAN

DE 58 3706 0193 6008 0000 16

BIC

GENODED1PAX

